I. The sea-change: a shift in the centre of gravity to Asia

1. More than a century ago, in 1886, Thomas Scrutton wrote in the preface to the first edition of his seminal text, *Charterparties and Bills of Lading*, that the preceding 20 years had witnessed a “great commercial change” in the shipping industry. He spoke then of the introduction of steamers in place of sail ships and how that would improve the predictability of voyages; the invention of telegraph and the use of ocean cables as a means for transoceanic communications; and the change from “simple” bills of lading to those containing “50 or 60 lines” of terms and conditions.¹

2. The great commercial changes have not abated since then. Instead, the pace of change in the maritime trade industry has only hastened. The advent of containerisation and satellite and marine propulsion technologies has completely revolutionised the carriage of goods by sea. With these and other

* I am deeply grateful to my law clerk, Victor Yao, and my colleagues, Assistant Registrars Elton Tan and Kenneth Wang, for all their assistance in the research for and preparation of this keynote address.
developments, the volume of seaborne trade across the world has increased almost fivefold since 1970.² But it is from the new patterns of global maritime trade that one glimpses what is perhaps the most significant commercial change of the last decade, namely, the shift of the global economic centre of gravity to Asia.³ Today, intra-Asian trade accounts for the majority of the world’s volume of container shipping, and it continues to grow steadily.⁴

3. The growing concentration of shipping activity in Asia is driven by a confluence of factors, four of which appear to be the most salient:

(a) One, the emergence over the last few years of economic powerhouses in the region, such as China—which is projected to remain the world’s top exporter in 2030—and India—which is projected to become the world’s 2nd largest exporter by 2030 and the top exporter by 2050;⁵

(b) Two, the lowering of economic barriers to facilitate trade with and within Asia, through landmark global and regional initiatives such as the ASEAN Economic Community, the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement, and the proposed Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership;

(c) Three, the strategic geographical location of many Asian countries along major shipping routes, and the development of infrastructure to make the best use of this significant asset. It may be noted that the Line
Shipping Connectivity Index compiled in 2018 by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development ("UNCTAD") reported that the five best-connected countries for seaborne trade were all situated in Asia;\(^6\) and

(d) Four, China’s ambitious Belt and Road Initiative, which has already seen China invest in the construction and expansion of more than 40 seaports across more than 30 countries, many of them in Asia, such as Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Malaysia, and Thailand.\(^7\)

4. Against the backdrop of these shifting economic tides, Singapore, in particular, has emerged as a significant beneficiary, and one does not have to search far to realise how much we have achieved in the short history of our nation. Over the course of the five decades following our independence, Singapore has become one of the world’s leading maritime centres.\(^8\) Today, a ship enters or departs our waters every two or three minutes.\(^9\) The maritime sector contributes around 7% of Singapore’s Gross Domestic Product and employs over 170,000 persons.\(^10\) In recent years, we have been recognised as the world’s busiest bunkering port\(^11\) and the world’s busiest transshipment port.\(^12\) Singapore has also had the unique distinction of having thrice topped the charts of the Leading Maritime Capitals of the World, in 2012, 2015, and 2017.\(^13\) These are achievements in which Singapore and our maritime industry can justly take great pride.
5. And there are substantial efforts underway to ensure that the future of our maritime industry is as promising as has been its illustrious past. One significant development is the upcoming implementation of two key international documents, being firstly the Protocol of 1996 (“1996 Protocol”) which amends the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims of 1976 (“1976 Convention”), and secondly the International Convention on Salvage 1989 (“Salvage Convention”). The 1996 Protocol and the Salvage Convention are expected to bring Singapore in line with other leading maritime jurisdictions. Amongst other things, the 1996 Protocol raises the limits of liability of a shipowner for maritime claims covered under the 1976 Convention, and ensures that Singapore’s limitation regime reflects the current value of life and property. The Salvage Convention introduces a set of criteria for fixing the remuneration for salvors, and a regime of special compensation for salvors who prevented or minimized environmental damage even if their salvage operations failed to save the ship or its cargo. Another significant game-changer is the Tuas Megaport, which when completed in around 2040 is expected to handle up to 65 million Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units (“TEUs”) of cargo annually, up from some 40 million TEUs today. The Megaport will be the largest container terminal in the world. This mammoth undertaking is yet another piece in Singapore’s long-term plan to ensure the continued growth and relevance of our maritime sector.
II. The birth and evolution of the SCMA

6. This is the exciting context in which the SCMA operates. The SCMA is an organisation born of humble beginnings at a time of significant change, adversity, and opportunity. It began as a small department within the Singapore International Arbitration Centre (“SIAC”) in 2009.\textsuperscript{18} Within the relatively short span of a decade, the SCMA has established itself as one of the leading maritime arbitral institutions in the region and, I dare say, in the world. In the past 5 years alone, the caseload managed by the SCMA has more than doubled to a record 56 in 2018. The value of the disputes referred to the SCMA has also increased steadily over the years. A recent study conducted by the international law firm Holman Fenwick Williams reveals that Singapore is the second most used arbitration seat for maritime disputes, with something over 120 SCMA, SIAC, London Maritime Arbitrators Association (“LMAA”), and International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) cases seated in Singapore in 2016.\textsuperscript{19}

7. There is no doubt, of course, that the SCMA has been aided by the rise in economic activity in the region which has led naturally to more maritime disputes and a higher demand for legal services within this sector. But as those of you here would undoubtedly agree, while the macro-economic factors are important, the success of the SCMA has also much to do with the efforts and innovation of its membership and staff, and the vision of its leadership. It is these factors that have led the SCMA to far exceed anyone’s expectations. I will
mention just four examples.

8. First, in November 2012, the SCMA succeeded in persuading the Baltic and International Maritime Council (“BIMCO”) to adopt Singapore as a default seat of arbitration on all BIMCO forms. As many have observed, this is truly a remarkable achievement. Around 70% of the world’s contracts for maritime trade use BIMCO forms, and Singapore now sits alongside New York and London as one of the designated arbitral seats available in these forms.20

9. Second, in 2013, the SCMA introduced the Expedited Arbitral Determination of Collision Claims Rules, or the SEADOCC Rules, which are specifically tailored to deal with collision claims arising from tortious acts.21

10. Third, in 2017, the SCMA entered into an agreement with a prestigious industry publication, the Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter, to publish redacted SCMA arbitral awards accompanied by a brief commentary prepared by the SCMA Secretariat.22 This is a valuable contribution to international maritime jurisprudence and will certainly enhance the influence and standing of the SCMA over the longer term.

11. Fourth, the SCMA just last year entered into a Cooperation Agreement with the China Maritime Arbitration Commission (“CMAC”) to promote maritime arbitration as a means for the effective resolution of maritime disputes.23

12. These innovations have contributed significantly to the SCMA’s
impressive achievements over the past decade. As a result, few would disagree that the SCMA has played an outsized role in promoting the interests of the maritime industry and in improving the resolution of maritime disputes. On the back of these efforts, the SCMA stands today, at its 10th anniversary, on a much stronger foundation to take on the challenges and opportunities of the next decade.

III. The race to relevance: A new relationship between courts and arbitration

13. The popularity and success of the SCMA is cause for celebration. However, even as arbitration solidifies its position as the leading dispute resolution mechanism of choice for international maritime disputes, one issue that is ripe for consideration is the possibility of drawing upon the complementary strengths of other dispute resolution mechanisms to buttress the strength and profile of maritime arbitration. One possibility is the combination of some form of mediation with arbitration. I will say more on that later; but my immediate focus is on the role that courts might play, and specifically, the question of whether parties to an arbitration should have a limited right of appeal to a national court on a point of law.

14. This topic is admittedly controversial and, in recent years, has attracted significant attention from leading legal figures. In 2016, the Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales, Lord Thomas, expressed the concern in a lecture he
delivered that the prevalence of private, confidential, and final arbitrations was stifling the development of the common law, in particular, the commercial common law. As Lord Thomas put it, the consequence of arbitration’s rise in popularity is that the common law is at risk of being transformed “from a living instrument into … an ‘ossuary’”, with a real “danger” of the frameworks underpinning international markets, trade and commerce being eroded.24 The same point was made a little differently by Sir Bernard Rix, one of the International Judges of the Singapore International Commercial Court (“SICC”), in his Jones Day Lecture in 2015, where he stated that “as more and more international commercial cases go to arbitration rather than the courts, we are more and more losing sight of the basic feedstock of our commercial law”.25 To the same end, Professor Martin Davies made the point in 2009 that the narrowness of the grounds for setting aside of an arbitral award has resulted in “an almost complete atrophying of US maritime law in relation to charterparties because almost all charterparty disputes go to arbitration rather than litigation”.26

15. In response to this concern, Lord Thomas suggested that a new balance might be struck between adjudication and arbitration by expanding the scope for appeals from an arbitral award on a point of law.27 Such a right of appeal is presently available under s 69 of the English Arbitration Act 1996 (“1996 Act”), which has no equivalent in Singapore.
16. Lord Thomas’ proposal drew strong criticism from other members of the English judiciary. Sir Bernard Eder, who also sits on the panel of International Judges of the SICC, made the point that private litigants ought not to be forced to “finance the development of the common law” by pursuing appeals to the courts.28 Lord Saville, the architect of the 1996 Act, also opposed the proposal. In his view, “[p]eople use arbitration to resolve their disputes, not to add to the body of English commercial law”, and expanding the right of appeal would be a “wholly retrograde step”.29

17. Whether the right to appeal from an arbitral award on a point of law in the English legislation should be made broader and more flexible is not the subject of my address today. Instead, I propose to focus on the anterior question—which is more relevant to Singapore—of whether there should be such a right in the first place, and to use that as a lens through which to examine the larger question of the relationship between the courts and arbitration.

A. The case for a right of appeal on points of law

18. I start by setting out the case for having a limited right of appeal from an arbitral award on points of law.

19. First, as I have alluded to, one advantage of such a right is that it facilitates the development of a robust and cohesive body of maritime law. For all its benefits, arbitration has been criticized for its opacity30 and the absence of arbitral stare decisis.31 One arbitral tribunal may reach a view on the
interpretation of a certain term, and another tribunal may reach quite a different view. Neither of those views binds the other, nor anyone else, and indeed no one other than the parties to a specific arbitration may even be aware of them because arbitral awards are often kept confidential.32

20. Efforts have been made by various arbitral institutions to stimulate the development of arbitral “case law” by making available redacted copies of arbitral awards,33 similar to SCMA’s arrangement with the Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter which I mentioned earlier. But even so, an arbitral tribunal is not bound by what another tribunal has determined. Indeed, it has been observed that there is little evidence that arbitrators make much if any reference to past awards.34 There can, therefore, be a variety of approaches on any given point of law. Commercial parties are thus left in a state of persistent ambiguity, with the resolution of an interpretive or legal issue seemingly dependent on the constitution of the tribunal in the specific case. This is unsatisfactory, and in the long run, it is likely to result in diminished confidence in the integrity of the arbitral regime.35

21. I suggest a strong case may be made that the provision of a limited right of appeal and the concomitant development of a robust body of maritime jurisprudence would in fact enure to the benefit of the arbitral regime. In a speech given at an earlier edition of this conference, I expressed the view that authoritative court rulings on specific points of law arising from arbitral disputes
form a type of “legal commodity” that can play a central role in the smooth operation of the commercial markets. It appears that Lord Diplock had in mind similar considerations when he formulated guidelines for the statutory appeal mechanism in the UK in *The Nema*, which were later enshrined in s 69 of the 1996 Act. As he quite rightly put it, “[i]t is only if parties to commercial contracts can rely upon a uniform construction being given to standard terms that they can prudently incorporate them in their contracts without the need for detailed negotiation or discussion.”

22. Court judgments therefore give parties assurance about the meaning of important terms in their contracts, and dispel doubt and ambiguity surrounding those terms for the benefit of similarly situated parties. In a common law system such as ours, a definitive court ruling also binds future courts and tribunals called upon to address that same question. This in turn enhances certainty, lowers the costs of doing business, and reduces the risk of similar disputes occurring.

23. A second advantage of a right of appeal is that rather than undercutting the key advantages of arbitration, permitting judicial recourse from an arbitral award to correct obvious errors of law would in fact strengthen users’ confidence in arbitration.

24. In this regard, one of the perceived attractions of arbitration is its finality, and critics of the right of appeal often argue that permitting such a right would
compromise the hallowed finality of an arbitral award. There are several responses that one may make. For one thing, the finality of arbitral awards is not in fact considered to be a significant advantage of arbitration. In the latest Queen Mary survey, only 16% of respondents said that finality was one of international arbitration’s most valuable characteristics, trailing far behind other characteristics such as the enforceability of awards (64%), the ability to avoid specific legal systems or national courts (60%), and the flexibility of the arbitral process (40%).

25. Further, while finality has its value in some situations, it equally has its disadvantages. As I have observed elsewhere, the absence of an appellate mechanism in arbitration has paradoxically led to rising costs by incentivizing parties to throw in the proverbial kitchen sink and raise as many arguments and authorities as conceivable in the “one shot” that they have at prevailing in the arbitration. Arbitrators, in turn, feel obliged to allow parties to do so, lest allegations of breach of natural justice be levelled against them. The result is often unnecessarily lengthy proceedings and exorbitant front-loaded costs. If, however, it was made known at the outset that a court may re-examine specific points of law on appeal, parties may be more inclined to streamline their cases. This might aid in restoring the efficiency of the arbitral process.

26. A right of appeal on points of law will also address the understandable grievance that a party may have at any evident misapplication of the law by an
arbitral tribunal. In these situations, finality is unlikely to trump the grave misgivings of the party who must live with the consequences of the tribunal’s error, and on whom the perceived benefits of finality will be entirely lost. In that light, rather than acting as a compulsion on private parties to “finance” the common law as Justice Eder puts it, an appeal mechanism provides a meaningful remedy to address the grievances of the parties themselves. Indeed, the possibility of judicial scrutiny may reduce the risk of such situations arising in the first place, if it incentivised arbitrators to approach decision-making in a manner more consistently faithful to the law. Viewed in this way, the provision of a right of appeal on points of law would promote the accountability of arbitrators and enhance the legitimacy of the arbitral regime as a whole. It would also allow the courts to complement the role and relevance of arbitral institutions, address the perceived weaknesses of the arbitral regime, and contribute jointly to the vitality of commercial dispute resolution.

27. The third advantage of the right of appeal, which is perhaps the most fundamental point to make, is that instead of detracting from the parties’ intentions as some critics are prone to argue, the creation of an appropriately-scoped right might actually promote party autonomy. If parties are given the freedom to contractually exclude the right of appeal, either on an opt-out or opt-in basis, they can address their minds to the issue and contractually provide for a mutually agreeable position. This broadens the range of options available to parties, who might otherwise find themselves hamstrung by the limited
options available under the existing law, which fails to envisage any opportunity to review the legality of an arbitral award.

**B. Especial relevance of the right of appeal to the maritime sector**

28. The value of such a right of appeal as I have outlined applies to arbitrations generally. But it must be said that such a right has been and will remain of especial relevance to maritime disputes.

29. A quick survey of the LawNet repository of Singapore court decisions will reveal that there has been a sharp decline in the number of judgments falling within the category of “Admiralty and Shipping” since the 1990s. The repository records that there has been a total of 191 “Admiralty and Shipping” judgments since 1990. The peak decade for this category of judgments was between 1990 and 1999, when 88 such judgments were released. This dropped markedly to about 55 judgments in the 2000s, and appears to have somewhat stabilised at around 48 judgments thus far in the 2010s. There are three months left in the 2010s, but it seems reasonable to expect that the final figure for the most recent decade will be slightly lower, or at best close to, that for the 2000s. Maritime arbitration, in the meantime, has risen to prominence. The decline in the number of shipping law judgments suggests that there may be some truth to Lord Thomas’ concerns, even on our shores, that an unintended consequence of arbitration’s rise in popularity is the risk that this poses to the common law framework that underpins international commerce.
30. But there is no need to see court litigation and maritime arbitration as rivals in a zero-sum game. Indeed, one might instead find a complementary and symbiotic relationship between these two dispute resolution mechanisms. Ian Gaunt, the President of the LMAA, explained in an interview that “[s]pecifically in the maritime field, the availability of a right of appeal to the Commercial Court from arbitration awards on points of law … is generally welcomed by the international maritime community”.42 Similarly, Justice Eder noted in a recent speech, defending the relevance of the English appeal mechanism in s 69 of their 1996 Act, that “there is a strong tradition in the shipping industry of proceeding by way of appeal to the Court to resolve important issues of law affecting the industry generally”.43 This comports with the results of an empirical study undertaken a decade ago in 2009, where the Advisory Committee on s 69 of the 1996 Act stated in its interim report that the “majority of arbitration applications for leave under Section 69 concern maritime awards”.44 Indeed, it is noteworthy that of the few cases to have reached the UK Supreme Court via s 69 of the 1996 Act since its inception, at least four were shipping cases.45

31. This willingness of the maritime sector to accept some degree of judicial supervision is unsurprising given the transnational nature and historical underpinnings of shipping law and trade. For so long as mankind has engaged in trade, shipping has been one of the chief means of doing so, at least as far as coastal and riparian states are concerned.46 The need for stability in
commercial trade, coupled with the international character of shipping, has required that a body of principles, procedure, and practice be developed to guide the behaviour of its participants. This has coalesced over the centuries into what has been described as the "lex maritima", or general maritime law. Thus, as early as 1759, it was said that "the maritime law" is not the law of a particular country, but the "general law of nations". The maritime sector’s greater interest in certainty and clarity of legal principles, and its consequent willingness to seek controlling judicial precedent rather than risk the fragmentation of shipping law and the concomitant destabilization of maritime trade, is a feature that persists to this day.

32. It is of course the case that the jurisprudence contributed by maritime disputes does not simply benefit the maritime sector. One only has to conduct a brief survey of commercial law to find that shipping cases have historically made profound contributions to the development of commercial law in general. Taking contract law as an example, shipping cases have resulted in a significant number of landmark judgments across a spectrum of issues, from the interpretation of contracts (eg, *The Moorcock*, which introduced the concept of implied terms into English law), to the concepts of breach and termination (eg, *Hong Kong Fir Shipping*, which introduced the distinction between conditions, warranties and innominate terms), and to damages (eg, *The Heron II* and *The Achilleas*, which have helped develop the principles of remoteness of damages). Maritime cases have also contributed significantly
to other areas of law, including tort law (eg, *The Wagon Mound (No 1)*\(^{55}\) on the foreseeability of damage) and private international law (eg, *Spiliada*,\(^{56}\) on the doctrine of *forum non conveniens*).

33. An example closer to home is the judgment in *Diablo Fortune Inc v Duncan, Cameron Lindsay*,\(^{57}\) delivered in 2018 by a five-judge bench of the Court of Appeal. That concerned a lien imposed by a shipowner on a charterer over all cargoes, sub-hires, and sub-freights belonging or due to the charterer or any sub-charterers. The question before the Court of Appeal was whether liens over sub-freights and sub-hires were registrable charges. The court answered that question in the affirmative, and held that the lien should be characterised as a floating charge. Its effect was to give the shipowner a security interest in the sub-freights earned by the charterer.

34. Framed in this way, the issue and the court’s answer would seem to be of concern only to those in the shipping industry. But in order to answer the question, the court had to consider and come to a view on the juridical basis and nature of a floating charge.\(^{58}\) That is of relevance to the larger commercial world, as it deals with a fundamental question of credit and security. Bearing the outsized impact of maritime jurisprudence in mind, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the judicial determination of points of law arising from maritime arbitral awards would significantly contribute to the breadth and depth of our commercial jurisprudence and to the vitality of our broader economy.
C. Appropriately scoping the appeal mechanism

35. Having outlined the advantages of an avenue of appeal on points of law in arbitral proceedings generally, and the particular benefits of such an option in the context of the maritime sector, I turn to make some brief observations on how this right may be appropriately defined and scoped.

36. A useful starting point is s 69 of the 1996 Act in the UK. Section 69 allows appeals on a point of law to be brought to the courts if parties have not opted to exclude it. In such circumstances, an appeal may be brought but only if the parties both agree or if the leave of court is obtained. The statute provides for four cumulative requirements that must be satisfied before leave of court will be granted, these being (i) firstly, that the determination of the question will substantially affect the rights of one or more of the parties; (ii) secondly, that the question is one which the tribunal was asked to determine; (iii) thirdly, that the arbitral award is either obviously wrong, or open to serious doubt and raises a question of general public importance; and (iv) fourthly, that despite the parties having agreed to resolve the dispute by arbitration, it is just and proper in all the circumstances for the court to determine the question.59

37. At the appeal proper, the court is empowered to confirm or vary the award, remit the award to the tribunal in whole or in part, or to set aside the award. This last power to set aside, however, is subject to the express caveat that the court “shall not exercise its power to set aside an award … unless it is
satisfied that it would be inappropriate to remit the matters in question to the tribunal for reconsideration”.

38. A few observations may be made. The first is that it is evident that the right to appeal under s 69 of the 1996 Act is restrictive and narrowly circumscribed. Indeed, the statistics of the English courts confirm this. In a report to the Commercial Court Users’ Group, Mr Justice Popplewell, Judge in charge of the Commercial Court, reported that in 2015, only 20 out of 60 applications for leave were granted. In 2016, none of the 46 applications was granted. And in 2017, only 10 out of 56 applications were granted. Fears of excessive judicial intervention in the sphere of arbitration have therefore proved unwarranted.

39. The second point is that the appeal framework under s 69 has been structured in a deliberate and calibrated manner to preserve and indeed promote party autonomy. It is not intended to give parties in an arbitration an automatic right of appeal on any point of law, for “that would be to drive a coach and horses through the fundamental principle of party autonomy” and detract from the fundamental attraction of arbitration. Rather, it affords a narrowly circumscribed avenue for appropriate issues in appropriate cases to be pursued on appeal. Parties retain the option of contractually excluding it altogether. On the other hand, they may choose to omit the leave requirement by agreeing that an appeal may be brought as of right. The short point is that
the parties remain firmly in control of their dispute resolution mechanism and process.

40. The third observation is that the appeal mechanism is consciously designed to circumscribe judicial intervention in the arbitration. This is evidenced by the strict cumulative requirements that must be satisfied before leave to appeal will be granted. It is also illustrated by the fact that the court is constrained from exercising its power to set aside an arbitral award unless it is satisfied that remittance to the tribunal is inappropriate.

41. I therefore suggest that the appeal mechanism in s 69 of the 1996 Act is one that repays close examination. There are significant advantages to be had in allowing the parties the option of pursuing an appeal, while the disadvantages raised by the opponents can be mitigated by appropriately scoping the appeal mechanism. I suggest that with the appropriate calibration, a limited right of appeal will only serve to strengthen the mutually beneficial relationship between the courts and arbitration.

42. In June this year, the Singapore Ministry of Law launched a public consultation on proposed amendments to the International Arbitration Act. One of the proposed amendments is precisely to permit the parties to appeal to the Singapore High Court on a question of law arising out of an arbitral award. The proposal requires the parties to opt-in to this mechanism by expressly reflecting in writing their agreement that such a right will be available, which differs from
the English opt-out system. Further, even if all parties opt-in, there is an additional requirement that leave of court must be obtained. The proposed appeal mechanism is therefore even narrower than its counterpart under the 1996 Act, and the aims of preserving party autonomy and the consensual basis of arbitration are placed on an even firmer footing in the Ministry’s proposal.

IV. Looking forward to the next decade

43. As I approach the end of my address, let me take the opportunity to highlight two areas in which I think the SCMA can have a significant role to play in the coming years.

44. First, I urge SCMA’s leadership to look more closely at the case for and against a right of appeal on a point of law arising out of maritime arbitration. If the view is taken that there is utility in such a right, and if this were introduced in Singapore pursuant to the consultation that I have just referred to, then the SCMA should take steps to educate its members and other industry stakeholders of the benefits and availability of such a right. Appropriate marketing and education is important because the standard rules of arbitral institutions, such as the SIAC Rules 2016 and the ICC Rules 2017,63 often automatically exclude a right of appeal. There would be little utility in having an appeal mechanism provided for by statute if the parties remained unaware of it, or indeed, unwittingly contracted out of it by default. If the SCMA thinks it appropriate, it might further wish to actively encourage its members to adopt
terms of arbitration that do not automatically exclude the right of appeal.

45. Next, I would encourage the SCMA to more closely explore the use of mediation as a complementary form of dispute resolution amongst its members. Mediation has as its central aim the amicable settlement of disputes between the parties. It is much less adversarial than litigation and arbitration, and it is designed to be fast, confidential, and cost-effective. There is also good reason to believe that mediation may be uniquely suited to users in the Asian context. My colleagues and I have noted elsewhere that mediation is a deeply-embedded practice in Asian cultures, where social order, harmony and face-saving are highly valued. As the world’s economic centre of gravity shifts to Asia and the economic might of Asian maritime players strengthens, one can expect that the popularity of mediation will increase. Further, it should also be noted that mediation is particularly suited to those in the maritime sector for at least two reasons: first, because mediation is often faster than arbitration or litigation, and time is of the essence in this sector; and second, because the less adversarial and more collaborative nature of mediation is well suited to those in this sector who, as one general counsel of a leading shipping firm noted, are “generally far more interested in continuing positive business relations, rather than in preserving legal rights”.

46. While commendable steps have been taken by the SCMA in this direction, such as by the introduction in 2015 of SCMA’s Arb-Med-Arb
Protocol, there is perhaps more that can be done. On this note, it is timely to note that the legal architecture underpinning mediation has been given fresh wind with the recent introduction of the UN Convention on International Settlement Agreements Resulting from Mediation, otherwise known as the Singapore Convention.

47. The significance of the Singapore Convention should be assessed in the light of the reason why some have thus far viewed mediation as the poor cousin of the more established modes of dispute resolution. In 2016, the Singapore Academy of Law conducted a survey of 500 commercial law practitioners and in-house counsel dealing with cross-border commercial transactions in Singapore and the region, and asked the respondents to indicate their preferred mode of dispute resolution. 71% of them chose arbitration and 24% selected litigation; in contrast, a mere 5% preferred mediation. The most commonly cited reason for respondents who chose arbitration or litigation over mediation was enforceability. The same concern as to enforceability was reflected in the 2016 Global Pound Survey, and a 2014 survey of in-house counsel and senior corporate managers conducted by the International Mediation Institute.

48. As I elaborated in a recent speech, the Singapore Convention directly addresses these concerns and marks a watershed in the development of international commercial mediation. The primary obligation on member states to the Singapore Convention is to enforce settlement agreements arising out of
mediation. A settlement agreement is, in turn, defined in the Convention to refer to one that arises out of an international commercial dispute.\textsuperscript{73} The Convention is not prescriptive about the modality of enforcement, leaving that to the discretion of the member states by providing that enforcement be “in accordance with [the State’s] rules of procedure and under the conditions laid down in [the] Convention.”\textsuperscript{74} Signatories to the Singapore Convention, which is still in its infancy, already include such economic powerhouses and major maritime jurisdictions as the USA, China, India, and Korea.\textsuperscript{75}

49. The Singapore Convention gives added impetus to the attractiveness of mediation as a means of maritime dispute resolution, and I strongly encourage the SCMA to consider how it may be incorporated as one of its complementary offerings. In this regard, it may also be appropriate for the SCMA to work with the Singapore Mediation Centre and the Singapore International Mediation Centre, and ensure that there are sufficient mediators with the necessary technical expertise to assist in the wide variety of maritime disputes that will no doubt come before the SCMA.

V. Conclusion

50. As I have suggested elsewhere, arbitral institutions “not only have a special role, but a duty, to shape the future of arbitration”.\textsuperscript{76} In looking ahead to the best path forward for the arbitration community, however, there is value in looking laterally at other mechanisms for dispute resolution, aspects of which
may be synergistically harnessed to complement the strengths and address the weaknesses of arbitration. The future of dispute resolution is unlikely to be dominated by any single mode. Instead, a complementary suite of dispute resolution methods, tailored to the specific needs of the parties and the industry, is far more likely to emerge triumphant. In this regard, arbitral institutions around the world have been improving and innovating, and so too will the SCMA as it looks to maintain its leading position in this race for relevance.

51. At the 10th anniversary of the SCMA’s inception, there is much to celebrate in the achievements of the past decade. But what is truly exciting is the potential and opportunities that remain. At a time when the tide of economic activity is unmistakably shifting to Asia, the SCMA can look to a very bright future as long as it remains agile, responsive, and alive to the opportunities that can be seized to boost the profile of the institution and of Singapore. These are values that have served the SCMA well in the past, and I am confident that they will continue to serve it well as we look forward together to the next decade of its development.

52. Thank you.

____________________
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